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Improvements in neuroimaging methods have afforded significant advances in our
knowledge of the cognitive and neural foundations of aesthetic appreciation. We used
magnetoencephalography (MEG) to register brain activity while participants decided about
the beauty of visual stimuli. The data were analyzed with event-related field (ERF) and
Time-Frequency (TF) procedures. ERFs revealed no significant differences between brain
activity related with stimuli rated as “beautiful” and “not beautiful.” TF analysis showed
clear differences between both conditions 400ms after stimulus onset. Oscillatory power
was greater for stimuli rated as “beautiful” than those regarded as “not beautiful” in the
four frequency bands (theta, alpha, beta, and gamma). These results are interpreted in the
frame of synchronization studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Neuroaesthetics is growing fast, and the neural correlates of aes-
thetic appreciation are now coming into focus (Chatterjee, 2011;
Nadal and Pearce, 2011). Neuroimaging studies have revealed
that positive aesthetic experiences, reported as high liking, prefer-
ence, or beauty ratings, are associated with at least three patterns
of brain activity. First, the enhancement of low-and high-level
visual, somatosensory, and auditory cortical processing has been
observed while people report aesthetically positive engagements
with paintings or landscape photographs Vartanian and Goel
(2004) (Vartanian and Goel, 2004; Yue et al., 2007; Cela-Conde
et al., 2009; Cupchik et al., 2009), dance movements or postures
(Calvo-Merino et al., 2008, 2010), and music excerpts (Brown
et al., 2004; Koelsch et al., 2006), respectively. Second, activity
in cortical regions involved in top-down processing and eval-
uative judgment is also a common finding (Cela-Conde et al.,
2004; Jacobsen et al., 2006; Lengger et al., 2007; Cupchik et al.,
2009). Finally, several studies have reported activation of cortical
and subcortical brain regions considered to be part of the reward
circuit. These regions are related with different facets of affec-
tive and emotional processing. Namely, the orbitofrontal cortex,
which seems to be involved in the representation of reward value,
has been associated with positive aesthetic experiences of music
(Blood et al., 1999; Blood and Zatorre, 2001), architecture (Kirk
et al., 2009a), and paintings (Kawabata and Zeki, 2004; Cupchik
et al., 2009; Kirk et al., 2009b). Activity in the anterior cingulate
cortex, possibly related with the monitoring of one’s own affective
state, has also been identified while rating paintings (Vartanian
and Goel, 2004; Cupchik et al., 2009), architecture (Kirk et al.,
2009a) and music (Blood et al., 1999). Subcortical components
of the reward circuit, such as the ventral striatum, the caudate
nucleus, the substantia nigra, or the amygdala, have been shown
to be involved in aesthetic experiences by a considerable number
of studies (Blood et al., 1999; Blood and Zatorre, 2001; Brown
et al., 2004; Vartanian andGoel, 2004; Koelsch et al., 2006; Bar and
Neta, 2007; Gosselin et al., 2007; Mitterschiffthaler et al., 2007;
Cupchik et al., 2009; Kirk et al., 2009b; Salimpoor et al., 2011).
Although these studies collectively provide an overall pic-
ture of the brain regions involved in aesthetic appreciation, little
is known about the temporal course of the underlying neural
processes. In the present study we apply novel neuroimaging
data analyses, currently used in diverse areas of the neuro-
sciences, to explore and tentatively characterize the dynamics of
the neural correlates of aesthetic preference. We thus aim to over-
come a common objection faced by neuroimaging data analysis:
the assumption of the stationary nature of neurophysiological
signals. Most spectral studies of continuous time series, such
as Electroencephalography (EEG) or Magnetoencephalography
(MEG) recording, involve the use of a spectral analysis based
on Fourier transformation. Although this technique has been
extremely fruitful in the advance of neuroscience, it assumes
that neural activity under study is stationary, and thus does
not allow inferences on dynamical changes. Indeed, any anal-
ysis based entirely on the classical Fourier transform ignores
the dynamical aspects. New methods suited to reveal temporal
variations are therefore, required to study the essential role of
temporal resolution.
There have been successful attempts to adapt Fourier-based
methods, for example, by means of sliding windows (Bayram and
Baraniuk, 1996; Lovett and Ropella, 1997; Xu et al., 1999), simi-
larly to the classical Gabor transform (Mallat, 1999). The wavelet
transform is a method of time series analysis capable of coping
with complex non-stationary signals—it was, in fact, designed
to do just that. Although it has been increasingly used in the
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field of neuroscience during the last decade, it has been part of
brain signal analysis from the very beginning. The analysis of
EEG recordings has been its most frequent application (see e.g.,
Alegre et al., 2003; Quiroga and Garcia, 2003; Castellanos and
Makarov, 2006; Campo et al., 2010; Castellanos et al., 2010). The
wavelet transform technique provides high temporal resolution
with good frequency resolution, and offers a reasonable compro-
mise between these parameters. These advantages fit well with the
purpose of Time-Frequency (TF) estimation of a signal, allowing
the study of the spectral power dynamics, and hence a detailed
comparison between experimental conditions during all the steps
composing a designed task (Lindsen et al., 2010).
In this article, we report the results of two different analyses of
MEG data recorded during a typical aesthetic appreciation task.
First, we present the results of a standard event-related field (ERF)
analysis. Second, we also performed a TF analysis, which, on the
one hand, compared pre- and post-stimulus activity in different
frequency bands and, on the other, compared the different activ-
ity related with stimuli regarded as beautiful and not beautiful in
different bands and brain regions. This kind of TF analysis avoids
the misleading simplification resulting from the localization of
apparently static and isolated foci of neural activity. It has the
potential, therefore, of making a significant step forward in the
characterization of the dynamics of large-scale neural commu-
nication inherent to aesthetic appreciation, among many other
complex cognitive faculties (Lindsen et al., 2010), which emerges
from multifaceted cognitive processes related with neural activity
in different brain structures and at different time frames.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Ten women and 10 men volunteered to perform the aes-
thetic appreciation task. They were all graduate students at the
Complutense University in Madrid. They all had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and no previous training in art.
All were right-handed and gave informed consent. The experi-
ment was approved but the Ethical Committee of the Comunitat
Autònoma de les Illes Balears (Spain).
PROCEDURE
The resolution, size, perceived complexity, color spectrum, and
luminous emittance were homogenized for the 400 stimuli used
in this study. These five operations and the stimuli were described
in detail by Cela-Conde et al. (2009). These images belonged to
five different categories, and represented a broad enough range
of contents and styles to provide each participant with positive
and negative aesthetic experiences throughout the task: (1) Fifty
reproductions of abstract paintings; (2) Fifty reproductions of
seventeenth and eighteenth century realist paintings; (3) Fifty
reproductions of Impressionist paintings; (4) Fifty reproductions
of Post-impressionist paintings; (5) Two hundred photographs
of landscapes, artifacts, urban scenes, and the like (true-life pic-
tures from the Master Clips Premium Image Collection, IMSI,
San Rafael, CA; the book Boring Postcards, London, Phaidon
Press; and photographs taken by us). We used the collection
Movements in Modern Art from the Tate Gallery, London, as a
guide to select artistic styles, to which we added seventeenth and
eighteenth century realist painting. To avoid the activation of
facial-recognition brain mechanisms, pictures containing close
views of humans were not included. Four stimuli (two artistic and
two natural) were used for the participants’ preliminary training.
Before going into the MEG isolated room, participants
received a short briefing about the technique and the aesthetic
appreciation task they were required to carry out. They were
informed that it was a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC),
with two response levels: (a) beautiful, and (b) not beautiful.
Participants were asked to indicate whether they found each stim-
ulus to be “beautiful” or “not beautiful”, based on their own
subjective opinion. Half of them indicated “beautiful” by raising
an index finger, and the other half indicated “not beautiful” also
by raising an index finger. The remaining stimuli were classified as
belonging to the other condition—as “not beautiful” and “beau-
tiful,” respectively. Half of the participants used the right index
finger to answer and the other half used the left index finger. At
the beginning of the task, a gray screen appeared for 1 s, then a
stimulus was presented for 3 s, during which the participant could
choose to respond or not. There was a random interstimulur
interval lasting between 1000 and 1200ms after each 3 s presen-
tation. The same four stimuli were presented at the beginning for
all participants’ training trials.
During the experimental session, the stimuli were presented
using a computer running the SuperLab application. The images
were projected with an LCD video projector placed outside of
the MEG shielded room onto a series of mirrors located inside,
the last of which was suspended ≈1m above the participant’s
face. The pictures subtended 1.8◦ and 3◦ of vertical and hori-
zontal visual angles, respectively. While participants carried out
the aesthetic appreciation task, MEG recordings were performed
with a whole-head neuromagnetometer (Magnes 2500WH, 4-D
Neuroimaging) consisting of 148 magnetometer coils.
Raw data were collected using a sampling rate of 668.45Hz and
band pass filtered between 0.1 and 50Hz. MEG data were sub-
jected to an interactive environmental noise reduction procedure.
Fields were measured during a no task opened-eyes condition.
Time-segments containing eye movement or blinks (as indicated
by peak-to-peak amplitudes in the electro-oculogram channels in
excess of 50µV) or other myogenic or mechanical artifact were
rejected and time windows not containing artifact were visually
selected by an experienced investigator, leading to 12 s clean seg-
ments. The minimum number of trials obtained after artifact
rejection was 90 for every participant. Digitized MEG data were
imported intoMATLABVersion 7.4 (Mathworks, Natick,MA) for
analysis with custom-written scripts.
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
In order to detect any possible effect of stimuli category on par-
ticipants’ responses, we carried out a means comparison with
the “beautiful” responses as dependent variable and stimuli cat-
egory as independent variable. On average, artistic stimuli were
rated as beautiful on 99.7 of the 200 possible occasions. Non-
artistic stimuli, on the other hand, were rated as beautiful on 96.1
of the instances. This difference, however, was non-significant
[t(19) = 0.69; p = 0.4].
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With regards to the set of artistic stimuli, a one-way
(ANOVA) was performed taking into account the four subcat-
egories (abstract, realist, impressionist, and post-impressionist
artworks). On average, participants rated 23.4 of the abstract
artworks, 24.75 of realist artworks, 26.05 of the impressionist art-
works, and 24.85 of the post-impressionist artworks as beautiful.
Again, there were no significant differences among the ratings for
these stimuli categories, [F(3,76) = 1.693; p = 0.176].
EVENT-RELATED FIELDS (ERF)
ERFs were derived by averaging single trials. Average ERFs
were calculated for each condition (beautiful and not beautiful),
individual sensor (148), and participant (20). A period of 500ms
prior to target onset was defined as the baseline. ERFs were calcu-
lated for 100ms periods, individual sensor and for each condition
(Figure 1). A strong positive effect appeared in the right anterior
temporal region within the 100–200ms window. Its correspond-
ing negative effect appeared in the contralateral hemisphere, this
is, the left anterior temporal region. This effect was sustained dur-
ing the subsequent time windows until 500ms. This was observed
both for beautiful stimuli (Figure 1A) and not beautiful stimuli
(Figure 1B).
We selected the main contributing sensors to this effect: sen-
sors 108, 109, 110, 111, 126, 127, 128, 129, 144, 145, 146, 147, and
A
B
FIGURE 1 | Topographic representations of the activity in 100ms windows from 200ms prior to stimulus onset to 1 s after stimulus onset.
(A) Beautiful stimuli. (B) Not beautiful stimuli.
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148 for the right hemisphere; sensors 96, 97, 98, 99, 114, 115, 116,
117, 132, 133, and 134 for the left hemisphere. Grand averages of
these sensors were calculated from 0.5 s prior to stimulus onset
to 1 s after stimulus onset (Figure 2) for both conditions. Three
peaks showed the dominant effects during the aesthetic appre-
ciation task in the pointwise ERF analysis: an early component
(160–180ms) with the largest amplitude, an intermediate com-
ponent (250–280ms), and a late component (450–480ms). The
last two peaks seemed to be a consequence of the first one, a sort
of sustainment of activity.
For statistical analyses, a procedure used in other kinds of ERF
and Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) studies was applied to ana-
lyze the activity of the MEG waveform, in this case, as a function
of rated beauty. Parametric and non-parametric tests were calcu-
lated for each time point after stimuli onset for each individual
MEG sensor in order to identify the modulation of the ERF as a
function of beauty. These analyses were conducted using a signif-
icance criterion of p < 0.05 with Bonferroni correction based on
the 1356 tests per analyzed sensor, a test for each epoch. The anal-
ysis was performed independently for each sensor. There were no
significant differences between beautiful and not beautiful stimuli
in the modulation of the ERF.
TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
This analysis aimed to overcome the aforementioned criticism of
Fourier transformation-based spectral analysis: the assumption of
the stationary nature of neurophysiological signals. The wavelet
transform’s advantages fit well with the purpose of offering a TF
characterization of a signal, allowing the study of the spectral
A
B
FIGURE 2 | Time course of activity in the right and left hemispheres
related with “beautiful” and “not beautiful” stimuli from 500ms prior
to the stimulus onset to 1000ms post-stimulus. (A) Average activity of
the 108, 109, 110, 111, 126, 127, 128, 129, 144, 145, 146, 147, and 148 right
sensors. (B) Average activity of the 96, 97, 98, 99, 114, 115, 116, 117, 132,
133, and 134 left sensors.
power dynamics and, therefore, a detailed comparison between
experimental conditions, i.e., beautiful and not beautiful, dur-
ing the stages of the aesthetic appreciation task. The wavelet
coefficients, W(p, z), can be obtained as follows:
W
(
p, z
) = 1√
p
∫ ∞
−∞
x (t)∗
(
t − z
p
)
dt
where the parameter z defines the time localization, and p the
wavelet timescale representing the period of the rhythmic com-
ponent (Mallat, 1999; Torrence and Compo, 1998; Grinsted et al.,
2004). TF representation of MEG data was calculated on a single
trial basis for a 1500ms time window starting from 500ms before
and ending 1000ms after the onset of the stimulus presenta-
tion, using a Morlet wavelet function. Thus, a baseline correction
was performed in order to estimate stimulus evoked oscillations.
Power in the standard frequency bands of theta (4–8Hz), alpha
(8–12Hz), beta (12–30Hz), and gamma (30–50Hz) was com-
puted. The sensors were grouped such that they related to five
brain regions: Frontal (17 sensors), Right Temporal (30), Left
temporal (36), Occipital (32), and Central (33) (Figure 3).
TF sensor representation in the four spectral bands and time
were compared between the previous and the posterior activity
to the stimulus onset using a Kruskal Wallis test (p < 0.001) with
a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction. We used an FDR cor-
rection due to the exploratory character of this study, and not an
Family wise Error Rate (FWER), which is better suited for confir-
matory designs (Storey, 2002; Groppe et al., 2011). Nevertheless,
some studies have demonstrated that the FDR control is useful
both with “independent test statistics” and “dependent test statis-
tics” (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001; Verhoeven et al., 2005) and
has been applied to TF analyses in the context of clinical neu-
roimaging studies (Kobayashi et al., 2009). Note that we refer to
time-spectra changes and not TF changes due to the fact that
we have averaged frequency in order to estimate the dynam-
ical (time dependent) changes per spectral band and not per
frequency scale.
Statistical differences are summarized and represented in
Figure 4. Stimuli rated by participants as beautiful and not beau-
tiful were considered separately. The results for the theta band
are presented in the upper part of the figure, next the results for
the alpha band, and thereafter those for beta and gamma bands.
Within each of the bands, the results from the frontal sensors (F)
are presented first, then those from the right temporal sensors
(RT), then those from the left temporal sensors (LT), followed
by those from the occipital sensors (O), and finally those from
the central sensors (C). The resulting patterns for stimuli rated as
beautiful and not beautiful were very similar. The largest activity
in both conditions appeared in the alpha waveband in temporal
lobe regions at close to 200ms after stimulus onset. These results
confirmed the previous ones obtained through ERF analysis, that
is to say, there is a maximum activation between 100 and 200ms,
and, in addition, they specify that such activity is characterized by
oscillations mainly within the alpha band.
On the other hand, the power values were also statistically
analyzed using a Kruskal Wallis test with an FDR correction to
compare the spatial-TF patterns between the beautiful and not
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A B C
FIGURE 3 | (A) The five defined brain regions: Frontal (F), Central (C),
Occipital (O), and Left and Right Temporal (LT, RT) areas.
(B) Time-Frequency representation of one sensor from 1s before
to 1 s after stimulus onset. Frequency scales are averaged in standard
spectral bands (dash lines). (C) The brain region time-spectral
band diagram represents the time dependent spectral changes
for all channels belonging to one brain region in a certain
spectral band.
beautiful stimuli. In this case, there were many more differences,
and more intense, between beautiful and not beautiful than the
reverse—i.e., not beautiful minus beautiful (Figure 5). For this
reason, we present the results of the subtraction of the not beau-
tiful stimuli power from the beautiful stimuli power with a p <
0.0005—a possible false positive each 2000 contrasts—and the
opposite results with a p < 0.05—a possible false positive each
20 contrasts.
The most outstanding differences between the beautiful and
not beautiful conditions occurred from around 400ms onwards.
In the theta band, there was a notable power increase in the frontal
and left temporal lobe regions with beautiful stimuli compared to
not beautiful stimuli. In the same direction, there were notice-
able differences in activity in the frontal, occipital and, to a lesser
extent, left temporal regions in the alpha band. Although with
lesser intensity, significant differences also appeared in the occip-
ital, frontal, left temporal, and right temporal regions in the beta
band. Finally, there were also lesser significant differences in the
occipital, right temporal, and frontal regions in gamma band.
Importantly, the subtraction not beautiful minus beautiful
hardly produced any significant differences (right-hand column
of Figure 5), even accepting a very high Type I error (p < 0.05).
This suggests that after 300–400ms the power of the spatial-TF
patterns while viewing stimuli rated as beautiful are larger than
while viewing stimuli rated as not beautiful in any frequency band
and in all cortical regions.
DISCUSSION
In this study we explored the dynamics of neural activity underly-
ing aesthetic appreciation in two different ways. Our ERF analysis
revealed no differences between brain activity related with stim-
uli rated as beautiful and not beautiful, although both conditions
showed a clear peak 170ms after stimulus onset. Conversely, TF
analysis showed that 300ms after stimulus onset activity in the
four frequency bands and in the five defined brain areas was
greater for stimuli rated as beautiful than as not beautiful.
The brain region labels used to describe profiles of power could
be subjected to small spatial deviations. A direct relation between
the position of the sensor and the immediate brain region cannot,
therefore, be established. However, we have grouped the signals
in the sensor space into five sensor groups (F, RT, LT, O, and C)
to limit this effect. In addition, the magnetic field measured with
MEG is much less distorted by biological tissue than the electric
potentials from EEG and, as a result, a much more direct relation
between the original source and the signal captured at the sensor
space can be expected.
EVENT RELATED FIELDS
Neuroimaging and neurophysiological techniques have only
recently and scantly been used to characterize the dynamical
nature of brain activity related with the appreciation of beauty
and other aesthetic features. Although such studies are still con-
siderably outnumbered by fMRI experiments designed to identify
the spatial location of activity, Jacobsen and Höfel (2003) and
de Tommaso et al. (2008) pioneering work constitutes essential
reference points for our findings.
In contrast with our ERF results, Jacobsen and Höfel (2003)
and de Tommaso et al. (2008) obtained significant EEG diff-
erences between activity associated with beautiful and not beauti-
ful stimuli. Jacobsen and Höfel (2003) reported that stimuli
regarded as not beautiful were accompanied by a fronto-central
negative deflection about 300ms after onset. On the other hand,
de Tommaso et al. (2008) found an increase in the N2m (260ms)
while participants viewed neutral pictures, unlike the beautiful
ones. Interestingly, such N2m amplitude pattern was not obser-
ved in a second task where participants were required to perform
a simple recognition task with items they had previously rated.
Given that there is no simple correspondence between ERFs
and ERPs responses, our results may not be straightforwardly
comparable with Jacobsen and Höfel (2003) and de Tommaso
et al. (2008). On the one hand, ERFs are sensitive to only of a sub-
set of the neural activity that can be detected by ERPs and, on the
other, selectivities that are clear in the ERFs may be diluted with
ERPs (Liu et al., 2002). Besides the neuroimaging technique, there
were other differences between our study and the other two that
may contribute to the different results. Jacobsen and Höfel (2003)
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FIGURE 4 | Representation of the time-frequency baseline corrected
changes for stimuli rated as “beautiful” and “not beautiful” resulting
from the Kruskal Wallis tests (p < 0.001) with FDR correction. They are
distributed in the four frequency bands (Theta, Alpha, Beta, and Gamma) and
in the five defined brain regions: Frontal (F), Right Temporal (RT), Left
Temporal (LF), Occipital (O), and Central (C).
used black and white geometrical stimuli and compared partici-
pants’ rating of an aesthetic feature (beauty) and a formal feature
(symmetry). de Tommaso et al. (2008) used famous paintings and
complex colored geometrical shapes, the stimulus presentation
lasted 750ms, and responses were collected on a 10-point scale.
We have argued elsewhere that this kind of experimental design
and implementation peculiarities can be a source of disparate
results (Nadal et al., 2008).
Our ERF analysis showed a peak at 170ms followed by pro-
longed activity with two lesser peaks: 270 and 450ms. The
positive pole of the first component was located in the right
temporal region, and the negative one in the contralateral left
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FIGURE 5 | Representation of the subtraction of oscillatory power
related with stimuli rated as not beautiful from that related with stimuli
rated as beautiful, and vice versa. Kruskal Wallis tests with FDR control
were used in both cases. To underscore the difference in signification
between both contrasts, we used a p < 0.0005 in the former, and a p < 0.05
in the latter. They are distributed in the four frequency bands
(Theta, Alpha, Beta, and Gamma) and in the five defined brain regions:
Frontal (F), Right Temporal (RT), Left Temporal (LF), Occipital (O),
and Central (C). The horizontal axis represents time after stimulus
onset.
region. The two other components were located more frontally
than the first, but equally symmetrical. Previous studies have
established associations between early ERF components, approx-
imately at 170ms, and specific cognitive processes. They have
mostly related early ERFs with face processing or emotions,
sometimes separately, sometimes jointly.
Most recent studies of facial processing that used ERFs have
reported two early MEG responses (Halgren et al., 2000; Liu et al.,
2002; Itier et al., 2006; Susac et al., 2010). The first one takes place
around 100ms and is basically circumscribed to the occipital lobe.
Although it is face-selective, it does not appear to be related with
facial identification. The M100 is usually considered as indexing
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the early encoding stage of visual information (Itier et al., 2006).
The second ERF component related with face processing is M170.
The main source is the inferior temporal area, consistent with the
fusiform gyrus (Lu et al., 1991; Linkenkaer-Hansen et al., 1998;
Halgren et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2001; Kloth et al.,
2006). Usually, it is of positive polarity on the left hemisphere and
negative polarity on the right hemisphere, the opposite pattern to
our findings. The M170 is involved in face identification, so its
pattern is different depending on individual facial traits. It seems
to reflect refined stages where identity encoding begins (Itier and
Taylor, 2002; Itier et al., 2006), sensory input is transformed for
future processing, sensory code is translated to cognitive process-
ing (Halgren et al., 2000), or/and a deeper processing is carried
out as a function of stimulus ambiguity (Itier et al., 2006). Liu
et al. (2002) believe that the relation between M100 and M170
might be a continuum along which facial processing becomes
increasingly precise.
Although studies examining the early components of neural
processing of emotion with ERP analysis abound in the litera-
ture, only a few experiments have dealt with the relation between
emotional processes and early MEG components—see Olofsson
et al. (2008) for a review on ERPs. Using ERFs, Peyk et al. (2008)
found greater activity for pleasant and unpleasant stimuli than
neutral stimuli during the 120–170 window, with right positive
polarity and left negative polarity. The source of this activity
was located in occipito-parieto-temporal regions. D’Hondt et al.
(2010) reported similar results at 180ms after stimulus onset
at occipito-temporal areas, and hypothesized that this activity
could result from the rapid detection of emotional content by the
amygdala.
Acknowledging that our analysis was performed at sensor
level, our TF findings (Figure 4) can help us approximate the
source location for activity occurring at around 170ms. Increased
activity in the four frequency bands was located in both tem-
poral regions, and the occipital region was the third one with
greater activity. In particular, the temporal activity was most
significant in the anterior superior sensors. Thus, our 170 com-
ponent presents certain similarities and certain differences with
those found in previous facial processing and emotion studies:
(a) activity is located in similar brain regions; (b) the location
of the most significant values identified in our study were more
anterior than those reported in the aforementioned literature;
(c) the hemispheric distribution observed in our study is sim-
ilar to Peyk et al. (2008), but opposite to that shown by other
facial processing studies; (d) our analysis did not produce signif-
icant differences between conditions. How can we explain these
similarities and differences?
We believe that points (a) and (b) support the notion that
the M170 we found is related with perceptual and content pro-
cessing. Note that our stimuli included no image portraying or
suggesting faces. This might be why the activity resulting from
our analysis is not located as posteriorly as that reported in
face and emotion processing studies. It might be more anterior
because of the semantic and content analysis involved in aesthetic
appraisal. Another explanation could be related with task require-
ments. It is conceivable that deciding whether a picture portrays
a face or a certain emotional expression or not requires processes
that are more primitive than deciding whether one finds a stim-
uli to be beautiful or not. In this scenario, the second kind of
task relies more on cognitive (frontal) or semantic (temporal)
resources than the first kind. In relation with point (d), decisions
about beauty require a more refined and more precise process-
ing beyond the first perceptual and cognitive stages, and the ERFs
cannot detect it. Notice that the two next peaks (270 and 450) had
a more fronto-temporal distribution, which suggests a cognitive
analysis rather than a perceptual one.
For several reasons, point (c) does not seem to be especially rel-
evant. For instance, very few among the prior studies commented
this issue. Moreover, there was no consistency among the stud-
ies as to the association between polarity and hemisphere. In any
case, the main motivation of the present study was to characterize
the dynamics of brain activity related with the appraisal of stimuli
as beautiful and not beautiful, and this was the reason we carried
out a TF analysis after the ERF analysis.
TIME-FREQUENCY ANALYSIS
In the first TF analysis we compared the baseline pre-stimulus
power with the post-stimulus power. Significant differences
appeared around 170ms post-stimulus in the four frequency
bands, and the pattern and power of oscillations were similar
for beautiful and not beautiful stimuli (Figure 4). The largest
difference between the baseline and the post-stimulus power
appeared in the alpha frequency band. Alpha band seems to have
a direct role in attention (Palva and Palva, 2007), working mem-
ory (Halgren et al., 2002), object recognition (Mima et al., 2001)
and sensory awareness (von Stein et al., 2000). It is reasonable to
believe that initial activity (up to 300ms) was related with some
of these processes.
In the second TF analysis, we compared brain activity related
with both kinds of stimuli. The comparison of the power asso-
ciated with not beautiful stimuli against that associated with
beautiful stimuli revealed no significant differences (note that
p < 0.05 for “Not Beautiful > Beautiful” in Figure 5). The
opposite contrast also produced no significant differences before
300ms, but it revealed that the oscillation power associated with
beautiful stimuli was significantly greater than the power asso-
ciated with not beautiful stimuli 400ms after stimulus onset
and beyond.
Lindsen et al. (2010) carried out a similar analysis with
EEG data from a facial preference task using a 2AFC paradigm.
Participants looked at one face until they decided to replace
it with a second face, and then they indicated their preferred
face in terms of approachability. Analysis of the power values
showed that preferred faces presented in second place, but not
those presented in first place, were related with an increased
theta band activity around 500ms over the fronto-central elec-
trodes, and a decrease in the gamma band around 650ms over
central-occipital electrodes. These results in theta band in rela-
tion with the preferred second face are quite coincident with
ours, though other results reported by Lindsen et al. (2010)
are not. Although they used a face preference task and a very
similar TF analysis to ours, a number of procedural differences—
especially the temporal arrangement of the stimuli and the type
of decision, in addition to the important differences between
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registering brain activity with EEG and MEG—could account for
different results.
In addition to revealing significantly greater power for beauti-
ful stimuli than for not beautiful stimuli from 400ms onwards,
our results indicate that these differences occur in all four fre-
quency bands. We believe that one possible interpretation of
these results can be in terms of oscillation synchronization. The
frequency of oscillations depends on cellular pacemaker mecha-
nisms and neuronal network properties. Aesthetic appreciation,
like many other cognitive faculties, emerges from the coordi-
nated interaction of mechanisms and networks distributed across
different brain areas (Nadal et al., 2008; Nadal and Pearce,
2011). The precise mechanisms underlying the coordination of
these interactions—neural activity occurs at various spatial and
temporal levels which must be dynamically adjusted—remains
an unresolved problem in neuroscience (Uhlhaas and Singer,
2006). The synchronization of neural oscillatory activity consti-
tutes a possible solution to this problem (Buzsáki and Draguhn,
2004; Schnitzler and Gross, 2005; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006).
Bhattacharya and Petsche (2002, 2005) have already highlighted
the importance of synchronization in aesthetic tasks. Their anal-
ysis of EEG data showed significant differences in the degree
of phase synchronization between artists and non-artists during
visual perception of paintings (Bhattacharya and Petsche, 2002).
Significantly higher synchrony was found in the high frequency
beta and gamma bands in artists during the perception of the
paintings. Since it has been claimed that these frequency bands
are related with binding elementary visual attributes into a coher-
ent ensemble, they interpreted their results as reflecting artist’s
enhanced ability for binding details of complex artworks to create
internal representations.
In line with this argument, the greater oscillatory power
observed in our study in relation with stimuli rated as beautiful
might owe to a greater synchronization of oscillations. If this were
the case, we could hypothesize that the general synchrony during
the perception of beautiful stimuli would be the cause of the com-
mon effect across all bands. This interpretation, however, must
be considered with caution, because, although a change in power
spectrum often coincides with a change in synchronization, this
is not always the case. Without losing sight of the exploratory
nature of this study (and thus we used the FDR correction in the
comparison tests), we believe it is interesting to ask what could
the functional significance of this hypothesized synchronization
while viewing beautiful images be? Could the frontal lobe be the
hub of low frequency synchronization—theta and alpha?
Based on the Global Neuronal Workspace framework (Baars,
1993; Dehaene et al., 1998), as well as von Stein and Sarnthein
(2000) and Palva and Palva (2007) proposals, our results might
be seen as suggesting that a possible specific aesthetic global neu-
ronal workspace is established during aesthetic tasks in which
processing beautiful stimuli is related with a greater synchro-
nization of neural activity than not beautiful stimuli. In this
workspace for aesthetic appreciation, theta band activity would
reflect the coordination and communication in several bands net-
works, and the control of working memory functions (Klimesch
et al., 2010; Sauseng et al., 2010). Alpha band would reflect
the internal, top-down processes, among others, expectations or
generating hypothesis about the viewed stimuli. Gamma band
would reflect local and basic visual analysis, like Gestalt principles
or binding perceptual features (Nyhus and Curran, 2010). Finally,
beta band would reflect semantic and supramodal binding related
with the current stimulus.
CONCLUSIONS
The main objective of the present study was to describe the dyna-
mics of brain activity during an aesthetic appreciation task. Thus,
we carried out an ERF analysis and an exploratory TF analysis.
The ERF analysis revealed a peak of activity at about 170ms
independently of whether the stimulus was rated as beautiful or
not beautiful. This M170 component was confirmed by the first
TF analysis in which we compared activity before and after stim-
ulus onset. This peak of activity originated in temporal regions.
Previous studies have related the M170 with the beginning of the
coding of object identity, and with the transformation of a sen-
sory code to a cognitive processing, and with processes involved
in resolving stimulus ambiguity. In this sense, we believe that the
activity peak we observed at about 170ms reflects this perceptual-
cognitive processing. Our ERF results, however, reveal no sig-
nificant differences in activity related with stimuli considered
beautiful and those considered not beautiful. Studies examin-
ing the neural underpinnings of emotion have found significant
differences between ERFs related with neutral and non-neutral
(pleasant or unpleasant) stimuli. Given the tight relation between
pleasantness and beauty (Marty et al., 2003), we believe that
there are no significant differences in our results because two
non-neutral conditions were used. Thus, it seems appropriate to
introduce the neutral response option in future experiments of
aesthetic appreciation.
The TF analysis showed that oscillatory power related with
beautiful stimuli was significantly greater than the power related
with stimuli rated as not beautiful from 300–400 after stimulus
onset, whereas the opposite contrast showed no significant differ-
ences. These differences appeared in the four frequency bands.
Synchronization of oscillations could be a possible interpreta-
tion of those results. In earlier work (Nadal et al., 2008; Nadal
and Pearce, 2011) we have argued, from evolutionary and cog-
nitive points of view, that aesthetic appreciation emerges from
the coordination of processes involving different brain regions.
In light of the results presented in this paper, and in the absence
of a firm candidate for the mechanism that explains such a
coordinated interaction, we believe that future studies should
test whether synchronization functions indeed as a coordina-
tion mechanism. Bhattacharya and Petsche (2002, 2005) results,
in fact, revealed the importance of synchronization in tasks
related with aesthetic appreciation. Although, as we have already
noted, our interpretation must be considered with caution, our
results could suggest that a specific aesthetic global neuronal
workspace is configured during aesthetic tasks in which process-
ing beautiful stimuli is related with a greater synchronization
of neural activity than not beautiful stimuli. In this workspace
for aesthetic appreciation, different frequency bands would
reflect different perceptual and cognitive processes. Although
this interpretation satisfies the need to account for the dis-
tributed spatial and temporal neural activity underlying aesthetic
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appreciation (Nadal et al., 2008; Nadal and Pearce, 2011), it is only
based on the amplitude analysis and an exploratory experiment,
which provides only a partial perspective of the synchronization.
Additional synchronization analyses will be necessary to confirm
our proposal (Bhattacharya and Petsche, 2005).
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